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Judge: Anna Blair
I wish to thank the committee For giving me the privilege of judging the Bronze Trophy with our great
friend Bob Thomas, The show was very well run a great friendly atmosphere, and the hospitality shown
to us was so welcoming and greatly appreciated. The overall quality of the dogs was excellent.
The Bronze Trophy Winner
MAGOR GALACTIC AGENT. Fawn and white boy who has super bone and substance, his head is filled
and turned, he has a strong under jaw, good expression and well placed ears, his mouth is undershot
but he has correctly placed canines. He has a straight front leading into a correct shoulder placement,
good spring of rib, a short back and well bent stifles. He moves extremely well with great drive, and
holds his top line on the move. A stallion of a dog in super condition and very well handled.
The Chadwell Reserve Trophy and The Best of Opposite Sex Trophy
ACTION'S SOUL POWER OF ALARIC Brindle and white girl, her head has super fill and turn, great
expression and well placed ears, she has one instanding canine, good bone for size, neat feet, good
spring of rib, a short back and good bend of stifle to be critical her tail placement could be better as
she tends to carry it a little high, however when she settles she does drop it and this then completes
the picture. Showed and handled well.
Reserve Dog
CH BULDORS ANARCHY White dog with eye and ear markings , head has fill and turn ,mouth just off,
but canines correct. Good powerful under jaw. Well placed ears and good expression. He has a good
lay of shoulder leading into a short back and level top line, which he holds on the move . well
angulated quarters and tight feet . Showed and handled and moved well.
Reserve Bitch
FORMULA FOR A POWER FILLED GINGER. Red and white well marked girl in excellent condition, her
head has turn and fill and she has a perfect mouth, well placed ears and good expression. Lovely neck
leading into a good lay of shoulder, good top line which she holds on the move, well angulated
quarters and great feet. I found out later this girl is the litter sister to the winning bitch, they are two
very different types however I preferred the overall type and conformation of this red girl to her sister,
although it was a very close decision, but the referee's decision went with her sister Actions soul power
of Alaric as our reserve and Best opposite sex.

